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Marking the Parking: Wright
State’s parking statistics in 2014
The Guardian gathered information from the department
of Parking and Transportation, which provided several
statistics about Wright State’s parking and how revenue
from parking passes and ticket violations is used. The
statistics provided are for the 2014-2015 school year.
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EVENTS:

Wednesday, Oct. 22
• B Term last day to drop with 100%
tuition refund
Thursday, Oct. 23
• Peace Corps visit: 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Student Union
• Multicultural Halloween
Celebration: 5:30-8:30 p.m. Apollo
Room
Friday, Oct. 24
• Volleyball v. Youngstown State: 7
p.m. McLin Gym
Saturday, Oct. 25
• Women’s Soccer v. UIC: 2 p.m.
Alumni Field
• Volleyball v. Cleveland State: 4 p.m.
McLin Gym
• Men’s Soccer v. UIC: 7 p.m. Alumni
Field
Sunday, Oct. 26
• Diwali 2014: 5-11 p.m. Apollo Room
Tuesday, Oct. 28
• Howloween Hoopla: 6:30 p.m.
Wright State Nutter Center
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Instagram

Classifieds

Photo of the Week

MATTRESSES FOR SALE: Queen Pillow-Top Mattress
Set $149. Twin-Queen Black Diamond Bedroom Groups
$399. Twin-Queen Bed Frames $39. Brand New Overstock Items!!! Call: (937) 668-5111

Meet new friends working with our young, fun staff at
Figlio Wood Fire Pizzas located minutes from campus
in Kettering. Now hiring part-time cooks, bus persons
and dish washers. Flexible schedule around your school
needs. No experience necessary, willing to train. Apply
in person at 424 E. Stroop Road in Town and Country
Shopping Center.

Your photo could be shown here! Just include
#WSUGUARDIAN to enter and your
Instagram of WSU could be chosen for our next issue.
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Dayton’s dead but we love it anyway
Leah Schneider
Contributing Writer
Schneider.149@wright.edu

R

ask.fm/mandyadvice
V

Dear Mandy,
I’m PMS’ing and look at my boyfriend and want
to burst into tears, but I don’t know why! What’s
wrong with me??
Menstruating Molly
Dear Menstruating Molly,
You have a classic female problem. Did it hit you like
a tidal wave? Do you feel like you’re drowning in
emotion? That’s the hormones, baby! You better get
used to them, because they’re going to be your best
friends until your fifties.

Now, there’s a lot of stuff on the Internet these days.
Stuff like, “Don’t let your PMS ruin your day!” or “Why
girls shouldn’t be shamed into feeling bad about their
PMS,” blah, blah, bah. My personal theory is to manup when it comes to your period. A successful period
is one where nobody knows you’re on it.
So, final thoughts: Embrace your period, but embrace
it in private, and try not to murder anybody when
Aunt Flo comes for a visit.
Love,
Mandy

Dear Mandy,
I am a janitor at WSU, I always see unfinished math
problems on the white boards, so I solve them. Do
you think I might be in the wrong profession? Help
me, please!
Custodian Carl
Dear Custodian Carl,
Your plight sounds very familiar to a classic American
movie that I know! Please pick up a copy of “Good
Will Hunting” from your local movie rental--or stream
it online-- to look for advice.
Love,
Mandy

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy is satirical and intended for
humorous purposes. The views and opinions reflected are
those of Mandy, not The Guardian as an organization.
facebook.com/theguardianonline

ecently, I have found myself exploring buildings
of questionable legality and
structural integrity. In light
of the festive season of ghosts
and ghouls, it just seems like a
logical place to spend an evening, you know, in the literal
Twilight Zone (cue theme music).
The buildings are hidden
away behind chain-link fences
and fields of brush that usually warrant either a Jurassic
Park or Pokémon ‘tall grass’
comment. From the outside
the windows are broken, and
boarded up. The walls are typically crumbling cinderblocks
or brick that has been either
torn down or has simply fallen
under the weight of the massive buildings. There is paint
chipping from every surface as
if fit for Chernobyl with the addition of tags and graffiti as far
as the eye can see.
During the day, the buildings are perfect for exploration. Trying to reach roofs and
blocked off rooms is a must.
Along with searching for sou-

venirs and attempting to reach
spots for perfect photos. The
leftover colors and the graffiti in comparison with the sun
bleached and dust covered remnants of these factories (usually a safe assumption) is unlike
anything else seen in an urban
setting. It’s eerie but it’s also secluded and completely open for
adventures, which makes for a
completely unique experience.
At night, though, with a sturdy flashlight (or a shaky phone
flashlight) in hand, the setting
is much more ominous. I can’t
speak for the rest of the group
but I know I always half expect
to see a humanoid from “I Am
Legend” crouched behind an
unhinged door. Then there is
also the risk of falling through
a less than sturdy floor (carpet
does not always have something
underneath it), and of tripping
over a ceiling beam or a random
box of cellophane and landing
in a puddle of, well, something
soggy.
But it’s that nervousness
paired with the urge to explore
that makes it so exciting. These
abandoned places are as close
to discovering an untouched
pyramid or ancient settlement

that most of us will ever get to.
It is nothing like adventuring
outdoors and absolutely nothing like wandering around massive buildings that are still in
use. You never know what you
will stumble upon, and the experience typically takes hours
of laughter and nervousness
(one usually goes hand in hand
with the other).
While I can’t recommend it for
everyone, being chased by authorities is a possibility; urban
exploring does make for some
great stories. It is difficult to explain this experience for someone who hasn’t been part of it.
It’s unreal. Surreal, even. These
huge buildings, some the size
of city blocks, are left forgotten
for years. It makes you wonder
what else society has left abandoned, and for how long.
Dayton has many up and coming attractions and hot spots
for social interaction but even
though Dayton is very much
not-dead, it’s these left behind
spots that have a charm all of
their own. So maybe Dayton is,
like most cities, a little struck
with urban decay. But we love
all of it, even these little dead
spots.

troop surge in a campaign now
commonly known as the Anbar Awakening. Under the new
leadership of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, ISIS broke its ties with Al
Qaeda and expanded its operations from resistance to territorial control.
As a military organization,
ISIS is led by a war council consisting of ex-Baathist generals,
who have created a professional
military unit not seen in other
radical Islamic groups. The organization is more than just a
guerrilla group, however. ISIS
holds extensive state-building
goals which are enhanced by access to reliable sources of funding. This empowers the group to
organize its recruitment, public
service, and law enforcement
capabilities to fill governmental
vacuums left by civil war and ineffective governance.
ISIS funds its activities
through various mechanisms
including taxation initiatives,
as well as private donations. Its
main source of revenue however, comes from selling oil on the
Syrian and Iraqi oil black market, which reportedly brings in
revenues of up to $2 million a
day.

At present, the United States is
committed to airstrikes against
ISIS militants utilizing manned
and unmanned platforms. Conventional combat forces have
been ruled out in favor of utilizing the Iraqi military as the primary ground component.
Relative to American strategic
concerns, the so-called “Islamic
State” represents a potential
threat to the energy security of
the United States and the world
at large. Furthermore, it cannot be ignored that a number
of Europeans and Americans
have joined ISIS through the
porous border between Turkey
and Syria. By extension, it must
be assumed spillover from the
fight against ISIS is a concern
for nearly every member of the
coalition. It remains to be seen
exactly how effective the Iraqi
military, composed of largely
Shia citizens, or the moderate
opposition within Syria, will be
in combating ISIS in conjunction
with coalition air support. The
coalition does enjoy a near complete monopoly of the skies over
Iraq and Syria, but there are limits to what air power alone can
accomplish.

ISIS: What you need to know
Michael Gross & Garrett Teets
Contributing Writers

O

n Aug. 7 2014, the president of the United States
authorized airstrikes against
ISIS (Islamic State in Iraq and
Syria) reportedly in response to
the plight of a religious minority
besieged on Mt. Sinjar, Iraq. On
Sep. 22, coalition forces began
airstrikes against the self-titled
“Islamic State” within Syria.
These airstrikes, according to
the Department of Defense, are
concentrated in the north of
Syria. Crucially, official policy
regarding the Syrian Arab Republic and Bashar al-Assad has
not changed.
ISIS controls a large swath of
Syria stretching into the northern border of Turkey as well as
the vast majority of the Sunni
dominated area of Iraq. The
rapid advance of ISIS from wartorn Syria into the heartland of
Iraq was a strategic surprise to
the United States made possible
in many ways by the toppling of
Saddam Hussein in 2003.
The group established itself
as a key player in the Syrian
civil war after being driven from
Iraq by the successful 2006 U.S
@wsuguardian
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New study abroad program Middle East and Islamic studies
planned for the College of minor now available to students
Engineering and Computer
Science
T
“These opportunities are
Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

Alan Hieber
News Writer
Hieber.2@wright.edu

T

he College of Engineering and Computer
Sciences (CECS) will give
students an opportunity to
study two years at Manipal
University in India and another two at Wright State.
The collaboration began
after an initial meeting between the Manipal international team and Wright State
last November. Administration and students from Manipal have already shown great
interest in the program, and
some students from Manipal
have even attended Wright
State in the past.
Manipal is known for its
distinguished alumni, which
includes the current CEOs of
Microsoft. Manipal was chosen because it shares a similar mission to Wright State,
according to the Director of
the International College and
Graduate Programs for the
CECS Swapna Nair.
“Manipal is a top university
which also shares Wright
State’s mission of an inclusive culture, spirit of innovation, and building a solid
foundation for students success for all levels through
high-quality innovative programs,” Nair said.
The collaboration will be
a benefit for both universities in highlighting their
strengths, according to Nair.
Wright State gets opportunities to evaluate its own
progress to match the global
industrial demands.
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outstanding examples of how
we fit in the global
market,” said Nair, “but
truly stand out by what we
are ready to offer by focusing on innovation, creativity
and improvising on existing
without moving away from
our core principles.”
There are a number of similar programs for CECS students that are currently available, including engineering
exchange partnerships with
the Dalian Institute of Science and Technology, China
and the University of Applied
Sciences in Jena, Germany.
The university is also beginning engineering exchanges with the University
of Florence, Italy and the University of Graz, Austria.
Students around the globe
require skills to be successful
in a global marketplace, and
this is certainly the case for
CECS students, according to
Nair.
“There needs to be a holistic approach to their preparation which includes exposure
to diversity of thinking and
expression so that they can
serve and lead teams without
geographic constraints. We
would like to graduate global citizens by making them
more versatile and employable while giving them the
technical and research skills
needed to be successful,” said
Vair.

www.theguardianonline.com

sider this minor.
“Students who chose to focus
on a different major still have
the opportunity to cover all ashe Department of Hispects about this pivotal region
tory now offers a minor
of the world. Also, they will have
focused on the Middle East and
the opportunity to master the
Islam for Wright State students.
Arabic language,” Orr said.
The minor was added because
She also commented on the
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between the U.S.
eral courses about the Middle
and
the
Middle East and
East, so Awad Halabi saw the
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shape
how
being
educated on that
opportunity to create a minor
will
prove
invaluable for
for students to take advantage the student’s understandyears
to
come.
of.
ings of and relationships
“The Middle East is a vast
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and
culturally diverse area
a number of different courses with the Arab and Islamic
in
the
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are
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ships
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already enough classes to warworlds,”
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said.
“This
minor
will
show
that
rant a minor,” Halabi said.
Courses needed to complete
The demand for a focused students have a greater awarethe
minor consist of two Arabic
ness
of
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issues
and
a
more
study on the Middle East and
language
courses, an introduccosmopolitan
understanding
Islam grew gradually among
tion
to
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course and several
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for
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University
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students
dents are becoming more interStudents
are
able
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to
graduate
with
a
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ested in studying this field and
minor
immediately.
international
awareness,
and
using it for their future careers.
“More of our students are having this minor is one way to
pursuing graduate school or accomplish that,” said Halabi.
Arabic instructor Amira Orr
professional careers, so I think
encourages
all students to conit looks good that they have this
concentration since some of
them have more of an interest in
global affairs and international
studies. This also complements
their resumes and academic
backgrounds,” said Halabi.
As far as the type of career
this minor could apply to, its
possibilities are extensive. International affairs, politics and

Creative Arts Center renovations
enhance collaboration, make a
statement
Alan Hieber
News Writer
Hieber.2@wright.edu

T

he Creative Arts Center
(CAC) is currently undergoing several construction
updates that will affect each department housed in the building.
The CAC is currently structured as three separate buildings connected at the ground
floor and basement, with all
programs located within. A
stated goal of the project is to
enhance the relationship between the programs, according
to Executive Director of Facilities Planning and CAC project
manager Wende Morgan-Elliot.
“We want enhanced collaboration and interaction between
the programs and students
while redefining the CAC as an

@wsuguardian

iconic structure on Wright State
University’s campus,” said Morgan-Elliot.
A major site improvement for
the project will be a new building entry. The prominence of
the location of the CAC on campus makes this a significant aspect to the project, according to

“We want enhanced
collaboration and
interaction between
the programs and
students.”

Morgan-Elliot.
“It is particularly important
that the entry and approach to
the proposed art gallery and entry to the proposed Commons
will provide an iconic architectural statement regarding the
use and context of the building,”
said Morgan-Elliot.

facebook.com/theguardianonline

Another aspect of the project is the relocation of the Motion Picture Department to the
current television center. The
television center renovations
include updates to the existing
production studios, support
spaces and additional faculty office spaces in the adjacent Dunbar Library basement.
The project will enter phase
two later this month, with several immediate impacts to traffic, as the Commons entry will
be closed.
Access via the front of the
building will be maintained at
the loading dock and theatre
basement entries, as well as
through the doors nearest the
library and Diggs laboratory.
In addition to the affect on
traffic flow, accessible parking
will be relocated from Lot 13 to
Lots 15 and 11.
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hile Wright State has an array of meal plans offered to
students, this does not necessarily saving you money. Look
at the graph below to see 2014 meal plan prices and everything
that comes with them. In more than half the cases, it is cheaper
to buy without the meal plan. For those living on campus, however, it may be beneficial to use the meal plan. Make sure to plan
accordingly when planning your meals this semester!

Campus org CRU
to host Backwards
Trick-or-Treating
Sarah Olsen
Contributing Writer
Olsen.15@wriht.edu

T

he Campus Crusade for
Christ, or CRU, an interdenominational international Christian organization
on campus, is taking part in a
backwards trick-or-treating
event by going door-to-door
and handing out candy.
The event is at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 23.
“Backwards
Trick-orTreating is a fun way to express the concept of grace to
people who may have never
heard of it or understand
what it means,” said Carissa
Wolfe, chair of the Outreach
Team for CRU.
The CRU Outreach Team
plans events with the purpose of bringing others to
have a relationship with God.
CRU “helps minister to the
physical, emotional and spiritual needs of the campus,
demonstrate the love of Jesus Christ, and provide natural opportunities to share the
gospel with students,” said
Wolfe.

CRU is purchasing all of the
candy, bagging it and going
door-to-door to students on
campus. “…but the product of
our work will not be for ourselves; we will be giving the
candy to students on campus. This is a parallel to gospel: we cannot do the work
of getting to heaven on our
own, because we are not perfect. Instead of leaving us in
our helpless state, Jesus, the
Son of God, came to earth to
live a sinless life and did the
hard work of dying on the
cross as a sacrifice for our
sins,” said Wolfe.
This is the first time CRU
will be distributing candy
door-to-door.

facebook.com/theguardianonline

New CaTS toolbar to help students
improve research and studying
Sarah Olsen
Contributing Writer
Olsen.15@wright.edu

D

isability Services is offering a new computer
software program, Read and
Write Gold, to help students
better their research, studying, reading and writing
skills.

The Read and Write Gold,
a Canadian program used
throughout the U.S., is being installed into all computers in Wright State University
computer labs. It is free to use
through on-campus computers,
or $10 for the program to be installed on a personal computer
or laptop through Computing
and Telecommunications Services (CaTS), who purchased
the program.
“Students are welcomed to
use it in any of the labs [free],
but the best way to use it is on
your own computer. That way

@wsuguardian

you’re not tied to only using it
on campus,” said Katherine Myers, the Adaptive Technology
Specialist at Disability Services.
The program is in the shape of
a basic toolbar and can help students with their reading, writing, study skills and research.
The reading portion of the
program allows the individual
to hear the text being read to
them at a slow, moderate or
quick speed. They can select a
word, sentence or paragram for
the program to read. The voice
can be changed to various accents to help those when English is their second language,
to hear how the word should
sound with their accent. Accents can be selected in German,
Spanish, Arabic and others. One
can adjust the speed of reading,
the pause between each word,
and the volume the voice is
speaking. “You can have it read
a webpage on the internet,” said
Myers. It also offers videos to
guide individuals in how to do
one of the toolbar’s features.
The writing tool “includes a
reader, and it reads each word
as you type, or you can keep it
silent…Spellcheck can also help
you,” Myers said. International
students and students with disabilities can greatly benefit from
the reading and writing portion
of the program.
Features to help with studywww.theguardianonline.com

ing include various colors of
highlighters on the toolbar to
enhance study skills and organize notes. One can “copy and
paste [their text] to create a
study document,” Myers said.
The toolbar even applies to
texts online.
The research features help
most on citations. The toolbar
will say if the “citations are cited
correctly, and it gives you a citation page,” Myers said.
Students and faculty have the
option of downloading the Read
and Write Gold which is in the
form of a toolbar, from CaTS
Home Base on to their personal computer, purchase a flash
drive from the Home Base with
the program on it and download
it to one’s computer from there,
or one can bring their own flash
drive and put the program on
the flash drive and their computer themselves.
“It is one of the most powerful programs out there,” Myers
said. The program is run in high
schools and other universities
such as Kent State.
The Read and Write program
is currently still being worked
on to be assessable for all WSU
computers.

October 22, 2014
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WSU Hispanic Heritage
Month celebrations
wrap up
Zara Qureshi
Features Writer
Qureshi.15@wright.edu

H

ispanic Heritage Month
came to a close last week
with the Asian/Hispanic/Native
American (AHNA) Center’s last
two celebrations of the cultural
month. On Oct. 15, students
learned about the Day of the
Dead at the Día de los Muertos
Altar Making workshop in the
Multicultural Lounge. “Día de
Los Muertos” is a Mexican and
Central American holiday celebrated from Oct. 31 to Nov. 2,
during which family and friends
gather to pray for and remember their deceased loved ones. It
is not a sad occasion, but a festive one to honor and celebrate
life and death.
“Traditions connected with
the holiday include building
private altars called ‘ofrendas,’
honoring the deceased using
sugar skulls, marigolds and the
favorite foods and beverages
of the departed and visiting
graves with these as gifts,” said
Alex Rodriguez, a Wright State
student who has been involved
in the planning of the Hispanic
Heritage month events.
At the event, students painted
and decorated skull masks like
the ones displayed during the
holiday. They also had the opportunity to see an example of a
traditional altar and try “Pan de
los Muertos,” or the Day of the
Dead Bread, a type of sweet roll
decorated with bone-shaped
pieces. The students’ masks
will be displayed on the altar as
well. At the event, freshman and
criminal justice major Merica
Coffey talked about what she
learned.
“I thought that the Day of the
Dead was something creepy and

like Halloween, but I learned
that it is not,” said Merica Coffey, a freshman criminal justice
major. “It was surprising to
learn that it is a celebration of
the dead and is a fun and happy time. I had a lot of fun at the
event making the masks.”
Later in the week, students
were able to experience Latin
American entertainment at La
Fiesta Night on Oct. 17. Students danced to cultural music
played by WSU alum DJ Megan
Gomez and learned salsa and
merengue. There were also piñatas, limbo and a salsa tasting.
Hispanic arts and crafts were
also offered, such as decorating
maracas. Students who danced
especially well were able to win
a prize.
“It’s a time for everyone to
get together after a long week
of classes and have a good time
and enjoy and dance to the
beautiful music of the Hispanic
culture,” said Mai Nguyen, Director of the AHNA Center.
In addition to Hispanic Heritage month, the AHNA center
also celebrates Native American Heritage Month and Asian
American Heritage Month. This
year is the center’s 17th year
in celebrating these culture
months.
“Colleges are very diverse so
it is very important to help students of different minorities fit
in and be appreciated,” Nyguyen
said. “It’s also important for students to learn about different
cultures because it will help as
they go out into their careers
after college and will have to
interact with people of many
different backgrounds and cultures.”
Events for Native American
Heritage month will begin on
Nov. 5.

Student paints sugar skull	Photo by Natalie McDonald
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March for John Crawford III	Photos courtesy of the Ohio Student Association

Push for justice for John
Crawford III continues
Zara Qureshi
Features Writer
Qureshi.15@wright.edu

T

he Ohio Student Association (OSA) continues to
have protests and meetings in
the Wright State and Beavercreek areas in response to the
shooting of John Crawford III.
Crawford, a 22 year-old black
man, was holding a toy airsoft
rifle he picked up from a shelf
in a local Wal-Mart when he was
shot and killed by the police in
response to a 911 phone call
stating a man was waving a gun
and pointing it at customers in
the store, on Aug 5. Police said
they shot Crawford because “he
ignored commands to drop the
rifle,” according to the Dayton
Daily News.
The incident, like the shooting
of Michael Brown in Ferguson,
Mo., has been viewed by many
as a case of injustice and police
violence due to racial profiling
and has spurred outcry to indict
the police officers involved in
the shooting.
The OSA is a statewide organization that brings young people together to build local and

@wsuguardian

statewide political power by
advocating for social, racial, economic and educational justice.
WSU organizations such as the
Black Student Union have collaborated with OSA in staging
protests. On Sept. 4, over 200
WSU students walked a “March
of Solidarity” from the Quad to
the front of the university in order to bring awareness of the
shooting and issues concerning
discrimination and the police.
The OSA had another march
on Sept. 22 as part of a threeday rally called “Freedom City.”
Hundreds of activists walked
in the 11-mile march from the
site of the shooting to the Xenia
Courthouse.
“The purpose of Freedom
City was to actively show our
dedication and leadership to
demand the justice on behalf of
John Crawford while waiting to
hear the verdict of the jurors,”
said Quanita McRoberts, a WSU
senior and field organizer for
OSA.
“Young people from all over
the country, including Ferguson
(Mo.), showed how we are invested for the long term justice

facebook.com/theguardianonline

of John Crawford III and changing of problematic systems,
policies and trainings that target marginalized people and do
not protect or insure the safety
of all black youth, brown youth
and people of color.”
The jury returned no indictment of the police officers. After
the verdict, members of OSA occupied the Beavercreek Police
Station on Oct 8. to share their
demands with Police Chief Dennis Evers. Demands included
to fire and disarm Officer Sean
Williams, who shot Crawford,
bring criminal charges against
the 911 caller Ronald Richie and
reconstruct police training and
protocols on the use of force.
The demands were not met.
OSA held another rally on Oct.
18 at the Ohio State University
Sports House. McRoberts says
the organization will continue
to fight for justice for Crawford
and his family through more
mass protests, rallies, community meetings and an ongoing
discussion about race and ethnic issues. The Department of
Justice has launched an ongoing
investigation into the shooting.
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Campus Couture: The “soft”
leather jacket
Dayton’s Not Dead:
Press Coffee Bar
Andrea Schaaf
Contributing Writer
Schaaf.14@wright.edu

J

ust outside of Dayton’s
Oregon District on Wayne
Avenue sits Press Coffee Bar.
With a simple menu and quality service, Press is providing
Daytonians with locally roasted coffee and a comfortable
atmosphere that is constantly
growing.
Not only does Press provide
local service, but it also provides locally roasted coffee to
their customers. Press brews
Wood Burl Coffee in their shop,
which is roasted in Dayton and
ordered on a weekly basis, always fresh.
Press keeps its menu tasty,
but also simple. With about
ten main items on their menu,
Press is able to focus on the importance of mastering a truly
delicious cup of coffee or shot
of espresso.
Dayton locals have been enjoying Press Coffee for a few
years and Press customers are
eager to recommend it. Lindsay, who grew up in the Dayton

area, has visited Press on multiple occasions and hopes that
more people get out to try their
Spicy Chai Latte.
“It is original and just right.
I am always pleased,” Lindsay
said.
With flexible hours throughout the week, Press is open for
a quick cup to go, a place to chat
with friends or somewhere to
study for a few hours. Press provides a few different seating options: at the bar, a bench outside
or in the loft upstairs.
Although the owners of Press
Coffee Bar were not available to
comment on their future plans,
the coffee bar’s website mentions plans to expand a basement space for a new cold brew
setup.
Press Coffee Bar has proven
itself to not only be a hot location to grab a cup of joe in the
Dayton area, but also to be an
asset to the Dayton community.
Press supports local businesses
and in turn has thrived as one
as well. It is truly another small
piece of Dayton to be proud of.

Zara Qureshi
Features Writer
Qureshi.15@wright.edu

Leather has been a fashion
trend for decades. There are
leather pants, leather boots and
of course, the famous leather
jacket. These items are still
popular now, but lately there
has been a new trend: instead
of wearing full leather pieces,
many students have been seen
wearing pieces with just a hint
of leather--fuzzy sweaters with
leather shoulder pads or cotton
skirts with leather sides.
It is a pairing of soft fabrics
with the edgier, tougher fabric
of leather. This is also a common trend with jackets, a favorite of sophomore and communications major Christine
Stapleton, who said her personal style is a mix of softness
and edginess.
“My style is very different,”
Stapleton said. “I pick out
clothes from all certain styles
and make it my own. It’s edgy
and bohemian. I own a lot
leather pieces, whether it be a
jacket or skirt.”
In addition to her armygreen jacket with black leather
sleeves, Stapleton also wears a
plain black cotton shirt underneath it and dark blue skinny
jeans paired with short, black
leather boots with laces and
zippers. As the temperature
drop, it often becomes harder
to find clothes that are both
weather appropriate and fashionable. Stapleton said that her
look is an example of this.
“I decided to wear this jacket
because it’s fashionable, but
also keeps me warm in the fall,”
she said.
Stapleton’s favorite stores
are Forever 21, H&M and Urban Outfitters. Her jacket is
from Charlotte Russe.

Christine Stapleton
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Draw on the walls

An Annual event hosted by the Robert & Elaine
Stein Galleries in the Creative Arts Center. This

event was open to the public and allowed anyone
to draw on the walls of the gallery.
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Men’s Basketball: WSU opts for a balanced schedule
Justin Kinner
WWSU Sports Direcotr
Kinner.3@wright.edu

R

OSEMONT, Ill. - As college basketball’s regular
season gets underway in a few
weeks, Horizon League teams
will compete against 11 of the
top-25 teams according to the
USA Today Coaches’ Poll released last Thursday highlighted by two matchups against No.
4-ranked Wisconsin.
The nonconference portion of
the schedule is used as an indicator to find out where teams
fit in in comparison to the top
teams around the country.
At last week’s Horizon League
Media Day, several league coaches commented on how deep
the Horizon League is going to
be this season. Another topic
coaches discussed was what the
nonconference schedule should
be predicated around.
Wright State head basketball
coach Billy Donlon believes in
a well-rounded schedule that
could give him the best opportunity to learn about his team.
“Scheduling has changed, and
I’m a believer in a balanced diet
with your schedule. And that’s

how we schedule. You look at
our schedule; Evansville is going to be picked top three in the
(Missouri) Valley, Belmont is
Belmont. we got them twice and
Ohio State, “ Donlon said. “And
yes we have some games that
we should win. Then we have
some games that are 50/50
games. Then there are some
games where we are not probably going to be the favorite.”
For the last five seasons,
only the winner of the Horizon
League Championships has had
the opportunity to represent
the conference in the NCAA
Tournament. The only way to
accomplish that goal is by being
successful within your conference, which is why Donlon and
all coach coaches in the Horizon
League hit hard on the importance of preparing for conference play.
“No matter what our nonconference record is, the first
meeting we have prior to the
first conference game, I put on
the board 0-0,” said Donlon. “We
could be undefeated in our nonleague and we could have one
win in our nonleague. I put on
the board 0-0 and I tell them if
we haven’t done well in our non-

WSU guard Reggie Arceneaux versus Miami last December

conference, this does not define
us. And if we have done really
well in our nonconference, this
does not define us.”
Oakland head coach, Greg
Kampe, is coming into his second season in the Horizon
League and has definitely raised
some eyebrows with his unconventional scheduling method.
Oakland has the toughest nonconference schedule in comparison to the other nonconference
schedules from Horizon League
teams. Oakland will close out
nonconference play with sixstraight road games against

Morehead State, Michigan State,
Arizona, Pittsburgh, Clemson
and Maryland.
“We have won a lot of those
games… I don’t look at us as the
Washington Generals and there
is a purpose behind that. We get
criticized a lot for playing that
type of schedule but we do it every year and there is a purpose
to it. It’s who we are and it really
helps us in recruiting,” Kampe
said.
While Kampe said Oakland
benefits financially from going on tough road trips, he also
thinks that competing against
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the top teams in the country will
prepare them for the tough Horizon League schedule.
“Hopefully, we are going to
have some momentum going
into those games, and I think we
have a chance to pull an upset.
We have pulled a lot of upsets
over the years in those games
and last year we had Cal beat
and we lost on a last second
play, so we believe we can win
those games but we also understand that they are there to get
us ready for conference play,”
Kampe said.

Raider Spotlight: Carlsson opts for soccer over table tennis
Justin Kinner
WWSU Sports Director
Kinner.3@wright.edu

W

right State soccer midfielder Joakim Carlsson might be best known for
his talent on the soccer field,
but what few know about him
is that he has a talent for table
tennis passed on to him from his
dad, who happens to be a worldchampion table tennis player.
Luckily for head coach Brian
Davis and the Raiders, Carlsson
pursued a soccer career instead.
Carlsson grew up in Falkenberg, Sweden, where soccer was
the dominant sport within their
culture.
“In Sweden, soccer is no question the biggest sport. It’s pretty
much the number one sport
that everyone played. I have
been playing soccer since I was
a little kid,” Carlsson said.
Throughout his youth, Carlsson participated in a lot of
sports, but it was the camaraderie of soccer that kept him
going.
“I played every sport you
could possibly think of when
I lived back at home but I just
really enjoyed soccer. I was the

best at it and I had all my friends
playing it. We had such a good
group of guys growing up. I
played with the same guys from
the time I was 5 years old,” said
Carlsson.
Other than just having his
friends by his side through
out his soccer career, Carlsson
credits his competitiveness and
drive from his family for his athletic success.
“I have had a lot of competitiveness and I have always had
that drive to compete with my
brother. It made me always
want to get better,” said Carlsson. “I was just really competitive growing up and I still am
and I just love competing and
trying to win,” said Carlsson.
When he was 15, Carlsson
had realized that his talent and
passion for soccer could potentially lead to the college ranks.
“I was on the same club team
my entire youth career. I think I
was 15 when I started practicing with the first team squad
and I got a lot of chances with
that. I was than promoted to the
under-21 team and named the
team captain for that team,” said
Carlsson. “It was one of the best

facebook.com/theguardianonline

Wright State mid fielder Joakim Carlsson

under 21 teams in the country
and we did really well. I started
getting some eyes on me from
different clubs and that’s when I
quit all my other sports and just
started focusing on one [soccer].”
Despite being heavily pursued
by many Division I schools in
America, it was a fellow Swedish teammate, Gustav Svensson,
that made Carlsson’s decision to
come to Wright State easy.
“Having him [Svensson] here
always gave me some sort of
security or comfort. Like, leaving home and going to a foreign
country all by myself felt a little
@wsuguardian
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more comfortable knowing that
I had another Swede with me
that I could at least talk to. So
Gustav coming was a big factor,”
he said.
As much as the influence of
having a fellow Swede teammate on the roster helped, it
was also the actions and persistence of Davis that locked him in
to become a Raider.
“Coach Davis actually came
all the way to Sweden to see
me play and have dinner with
my family so that was really the
turning point that put Wright
State as my number one choice,”
said Carlsson.
www.theguardianonline.com

Carlsson is a film studies
major here at WSU and looks
to pursue a career in that field
following graduation. However,
leaving WSU and leaving his
teammates will be the hardest
adjustment.
“I will miss being with the
team. We spend hours and
hours together every week but
it’s the best time. Every time I
go home, or over breaks and off
days I just miss being with the
team. That bond and chemistry
you have with the other 20-25
guys on the team is something I
will miss for the rest of the season,” Carlsson said.
October 22, 2014
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Women’s soccer: Raiders tourney bid WSU offers disabled stuin peril after loss
dents a workout buddy

Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs.59@wright.edu

I

n a battle of the two best
defensive teams in the Horizon League, Valparaiso defeated Wright State 2-1 Saturday
putting WSU’s Horizon League
Tournament bid in jeopardy.
Valpo remains undefeated
in conference play while WSU
dropped to 2-3-1 and tied for
fifth place. The top six teams
in the league make the conference’s postseason tournament.
With two games left, the Raiders are looking to break out after losing three of their last four.
WSU hosts UIC Saturday with
the hopes of preventing the
Flames from winning their first
conference match ever.
“We proved (against Valpo)
that we can play with anybody,”
Wright State head coach Pat
Ferguson said. “It is just a matter of being consistent.”
Despite struggling for most
of the first half, WSU got on the
board first as forward Natalie
Sedlock scored her fourth of
the season with a curling strike

from 35 yards.
Valpo responded to Sedlock’s
15th minute goal 14 minutes
later as April Cronin took advantage of the officials not blowing
the play dead on a handball and
scored to tie the game at one.
Many Raiders paused for a split
second awaiting a whistle allowing Cronin and Valpo an offensive advantage.
“For as bad as that call was
where we should have had a
free kick from the top of the 18,
we had a misplay by our centerback, we had two defenders
on the girl who scored and our
keeper made a mistake,” Ferguson said. “There are three or
four mistakes that led up so it
wasn’t just the official.”
Valpo carried the momentum
into second half and Vanessa
Abad scored from within the
box to give the Crusaders a 2-1
lead in the 49th minute. At the
time, Valpo’s 2-1 lead looked
safe as the Raiders looked lifeless and the Crusaders have not
allowed an opponent to score
a second goal on them in 12
straight games.
“Pat (Ferguson) told us ‘we

needed to pick it up or they
were going to score again and
if they score, it is not going to
look good,’” senior defender Allie Metzler said. “That was the
wake-up call we needed but we
shouldn’t need a wake-up call.
You should have that intensity
from the start.”
The WSU offense went to
work in a huge way firing 10
shots in the final 40 minutes
and drawing a number of set
pieces. The Raiders had a number of good chances to equalize
the match but were unable to.
That kind of effort had Ferguson scratching his head as to
why his squad could not show
that same effort for a full 90
minutes.
“That is a sign of a young
team,” Ferguson said. “I told the
team at halftime ‘we were fortunate to get out of the half 1-1…’
To the girls’ credit, they responded and played hard but at
this level, it was a little too late.”
The Raiders had one last
quality look in the final 30 seconds as Bryce Hueber put a free
kick from 25 yards right into the
mitts of Valpo goalkeeper Sydney Galvez-Daley.

WSU plays Valparaiso in women’s soccer
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he Adapted recreation
program run by Jessica
Kelbley has a Workout Buddy
program that pairs students
with disabilities with student
employees that go through a
custom workout session with
each student.
“It’s a great opportunity for
students with disabilities,”
Merica Coffey, first year student
employee for Adapted Rec said.
“There’s not many programs
where they can go and workout.”
Any student that would like
to join sends an email to Kelbley requesting a workout buddy. She matches them with a
student employee based on an
evaluation form. The form asks
about their needs and schedule
to better match them with a
buddy that has similar availability. The students then create a
schedule for days to meet.

“We also find out what kind
of goals they have set for themselves when they come in, like
what they want to work on
while in our gym,” Kelbley said.
As with any other student, it is
important for students with disabilities to workout to remain
fit and healthy, but there are
can also be other advantages of
joining the Workout Buddy program for the students involved.
“I think it’s really important
for a lot of students with disabilities to workout, because it
helps them with the progression of their disease,” Kelbley
said. “If they keep their bodies
active it can slow down the progression of their disease.”
The Buddy program is designed to give students with disabilities assistance while working out, but it is also a way to
form new relationships.

Convenient
www.theguardianonline.com

ODS student part of the buddy program
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Women’s Basketball:
Raiders receive honors
Greg Felder
Sports Writer
Felder.3@wright.edu
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Greg Felder
Sports Writer
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L

ast week, the Horizon
League announced coach
Mike Bradbury as the league’s
preseason Coach of the Year, and
senior guard Kim Demmings as
the Horizon League’s preseason
Player of the Year. This will only
add to the teams high expectations entering this season after
facebook.com/theguardianonline

last year’s historic run.
Bradbury led the Raiders to a
26-9 record as well as their first
ever Horizon League title and
a trip to the NCAA tournament.
Demmings won the Horizon
League Championships’ MVP
to go along with her Horizon
League MVP, adding two more
first-time trophies to the women’s basketball program.
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Raider Watch 11
A Program for All Leaders
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Wright State University is providing jobready leaders to the Dayton community
and around the world. Wright State’s
unique Organizational Leadership program
prepares aspiring leaders of all ages to
understand human interactions, discover
effective problem-solving techniques,
formulate action plans, foster healthy
group dynamics, develop organizations,
and build networks.

B.S. in Organizational Leadership
Minor in Organizational Leadership
M.S. in Leadership Development
Ed.D. in Organizational Studies

|
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@LDR_WSU julia.acosta@wright.edu (937) 775-2506

| wright.edu/orglead
College of Education and Human Services

Raider Watch
“I wanted to be a teacher
I was little, but when I
grew up I realized that I wanted to do
so much more. Now I am a business
student. I really wanted to be able to
have more control over my future.”
-Christine Ton
when

“I would say my happiest
I finally came out
of the closet last year. I had gotten
through a severe depression, trying to
kill myself, and finally I just accepted
who I was after twenty two years of
repression.”
-Clayton Buckner
memory was when

“If you could do anything

in life what would you do?”

“I would visit my family in Italy, my
She has a lot of
cousins and what not over there. Just
mom’s side of the family.

to learn their culture and a completely
different side of my family that you don’t
even know.”

-Tyler Simms
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apply for fall 2015 @ theprovincedayton.com

WHY LIVE
ANYWHERE ELSE?
immediate move-in available

UPGRADED CLUBHOUSE + NEW STUDY ROOMS + UPGRADED SWIMMING POOL & POOL FURNITURE
PRIVATE SHUTTLE TO WSU CAMPUS + PRIVATE BEDS & BATHS + FURNISHED APARTMENTS
LEATHER-STYLE FURNITURE + HARDWOOD-STYLE FLOORS AVAILABLE + COMPUTER CENTER WITH iMACS
FITNESS CENTER + BILLIARDS & FOOSBALL + INDIVIDUAL LEASES + ROOMMATE MATCHING AVAILABLE
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